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Introduction
Figure 1. AGND and DGND pins in a data converter
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Undoubtedly, grounding is one of
the most discussed subjects in system
Inside Data Converter
design. Though the basic concepts are
relatively simple, the implementation
Analog Input Signal
is difficult. For linear systems, the
ground is the reference against which
the signal is based; and, unfortunately,
it also becomes the return path for the power-supply
Interpretation of AGND and DGND pins
current in unipolar supply systems. An improper applicain mixed-signal devices
tion of grounding strategies can degrade the performance
Digital- and analog-design engineers tend to view mixedin high-accuracy linear systems. There is no “cookbook”
signal devices from different perspectives, but every engithat guarantees good results, but there are a few things
neer who uses a mixed-signal device is aware of analog
that, if not done properly, can cause issues.
ground (AGND) and digital ground (DGND). Many are
This article is the first of a two-part series that looks
confused about how to deal with these grounds; and, yes,
closely at the grounding techniques used in mixed-signal
much of the confusion comes from how the ADC ground
systems. Part 1 explains typical terminologies and ground
pins are labeled. Note that the pin names, AGND and
planes and introduces partitioning methods. Part 2 explores
DGND, refer to what’s going on inside the component and
techniques for splitting the ground planes, including pros
do not necessarily imply what one should do with the
and cons. It also explains grounding in systems with multigrounds externally. Data-converter datasheets usually sugple converters and multiple boards. Part 2 will appear in a
gest tying the analog and digital grounds together at the
future issue of Analog Applications Journal.
device. However, the designer may or may not want the
A term often used in system design is star ground. This
data converter to become the system’s star ground point.
term builds on the theory that all voltages in a circuit are
What should be done?
referred to as a single ground point, or star ground point.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the grounds inside a mixedThe key feature is that all voltages are measured with
signal IC are typically kept separate to avoid coupling digirespect to a particular point in the ground network, not
tal signals into the analog circuits. An IC designer cannot
just to an undefined ground wherever one can clip a probe.
do anything about the internal inductance and resistance
Practically, it is difficult to implement. For example, in a
(negligible compared to the inductance) associated with
star ground system, drawing out all signal paths to miniconnecting the pads on the chip to the package pins. The
mize signal interaction and the effects of high-impedance
rapidly changing digital currents produce a voltage (di/dt)
signal or ground paths causes implementation problems to
in digital circuits, which inevitably couples into the analog
arise. When power supplies are added to the circuit, either
circuits through the stray capacitance.
they add unwanted ground paths or their supply currents
The IC works well in spite of such coupling. However, in
flowing in the existing ground paths are large enough or
order to prevent further coupling, the AGND and DGND
noisy enough to corrupt the signal transmission.
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pins should be joined together externally to the same lowimpedance ground plane with minimum lead lengths. Any
extra external impedance in the DGND connection can
cause more digital noise and, in turn, can couple more
digital noise into the analog circuit through the stray
capacitance.

plane, the analog input signal is going to have digital noise
summed with it, because it is probably single-ended and
referenced to the analog ground plane. Connecting the
pins to a quiet analog ground plane can inject a small
amount of digital noise into it and degrade the noise margin of the output logic. This is because the output logic is
now referenced to the analog ground plane and all the
other logic is referenced to the digital ground plane.
However, these currents should be quite small and can be
minimized by ensuring that the converter output does not
drive a large fan-out.
It is possible that the devices used in a design have
either low digital currents or high digital currents. The
grounding scheme is different for both cases. Traditionally,
data converters may be thought of as low-current devices
(such as flash ADC). But today’s data converters with onchip analog functions are becoming more and more digitally intensive. Along with the additional digital circuitry
come larger digital currents and noise. For example, a
sigma-delta ADC contains a complex digital filter that adds
considerably to the digital current in the device.

Analog or digital ground plane, or both?
Why is a ground plane needed? If a bus wire is used as a
ground instead of a plane, calculations must be done to
determine the bus wire’s voltage drop because of its imped
ance at the equivalent frequency of most logic transitions.
This voltage drop creates an error in the final accuracy of
the system. To implement a ground plane, one side of a
double-sided PCB is made of continuous copper and is
used as a ground. The large amount of metal has the lowest possible resistance and lowest possible inductance
because of the large, flattened conductor pattern.
The ground plane acts as a low-impedance return path
for decoupling high-frequency currents caused by fast
digital logic. It also minimizes emissions from electromagnetic interference/radio-frequency interference (EMI/RFI).
Because of the ground plane’s shielding action, the circuit’s
susceptibility to external EMI/RFI is reduced. Ground
planes also permit high-speed digital or analog signals to be
transmitted via transmission-line (microstrip or stripline)
techniques, where controlled impedances are required.
As mentioned earlier, the AGND and DGND pins must
be joined together at the device. If the analog and digital
grounds have to be separated, should both be tied to the
analog ground plane, the digital ground plane, or both?
Remember that a data converter is analog! Thus, the
AGND and DGND pins should be connected to the analog
ground plane. If they are connected to the digital ground

Grounding data converters with
low digital currents
As mentioned, a data converter (or any mixed-signal
device) is analog. In any system, the analog signal plane is
where all the analog circuitry and mixed-signal devices are
placed. Similarly, the digital signal plane has all the digital
data-processing circuits. The analog and digital ground
planes should have the same size and shape as the respective signal planes.
Figure 2 summarizes the approach for grounding a
mixed-signal device with low digital currents. The analog
ground plane is not corrupted because the small digital

Figure 2. Grounding data converters with low internal digital currents
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transient currents flow in the small loop between VDig, the
local decoupling capacitor, and DGND (the green line).
Figure 2 also shows a filter between the analog and digital
power supplies. There are two types of ferrite beads: high-Q
resonant beads and low-Q nonresonant beads. Low-Q
beads are commonly used for power-supply filtering in
series with the power connection.

Grounding data converters with
high digital currents
The circuit in Figure 2 depends on the decoupling capacitor between VDig and DGND to keep the digital transient
currents isolated in a small loop. However, if the digital
currents are significant enough and have components at
DC or low frequencies, the decoupling capacitor may have
to be so large that it is impractical. Any digital current
that flows outside the loop between VDig and DGND must
flow through the analog ground plane. This may degrade
performance, especially in high-resolution systems. An
alternative grounding method for a mixed-signal device
with high levels of digital currents is shown in Figure 3.
The AGND pin of the data converter is connected to the
analog ground plane, and the DGND pin is connected to
the digital ground plane. The digital currents are isolated
from the analog ground plane, but the noise between the
two ground planes is applied directly between the
device’s AGND and DGND pins. The analog and digital
circuits must be well isolated. The noise between AGND
and DGND pins must not be large enough to reduce
internal noise margins or cause corruption of the internal
analog circuits.

Connecting analog and digital ground planes
Figures 2 and 3 show optional back-to-back Schottky
diodes connecting the analog and digital ground planes.

The Schottky diodes prevent large DC voltages or lowfrequency voltage spikes from developing across the two
planes. These voltages can potentially damage the mixedsignal IC if they exceed 0.3 V, because they appear directly
between the AGND and DGND pins.
As an alternative to the back-to-back Schottky diodes, a
ferrite bead can provide a DC connection between the two
planes but isolate them at frequencies above a few megahertz where the ferrite bead becomes resistive. This protects the IC from DC voltages between AGND and DGND,
but the DC connection provided by the ferrite bead can
introduce unwanted DC ground loops and may not be suitable for high-resolution systems. Whenever AGND and
DGND pins are separated in the special case of ICs with
high digital currents, provisions should be made to connect them together if necessary.
Jumpers and/or strap options allow both methods to
be tried to verify which gives the best overall system
performance.

Isolation or partitioning: Which is important
for ground planes?
A common concern is how to isolate the grounds so that
the analog circuit does not interfere with the digital circuit.
It is a well-known fact that digital circuitry is noisy.
Saturating logic draws large, fast current spikes from its
supply during switching. Conversely, analog circuitry is
quite vulnerable to noise. It is not that the analog circuit
might interfere with the digital logic. Rather, it is possible
that the high-speed digital logic might interfere with the
low-level analog circuits. So the concern should be how to
prevent digital-logic ground currents from contaminating
the low-level analog circuitry on a mixed-signal PCB. The
first thought might be to split the ground planes to isolate
DGND from AGND. Although the split-plane approach can

Figure 3. Grounding data converters with high internal digital currents
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be made to work, it has many problems--especially in
large, complex systems.
There are two basic principles of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC):
1. Currents should be returned to their sources locally and
as compactly as possible. If not, a loop antenna should
be created.
2. A system should have only one reference plane, as two
references create a dipole antenna.
During EMC tests, most problems are observed when
traces are routed across a slot or a split in a ground or
power plane. Since this routing causes both radiation and
crosstalk issues, it is not recommended.
It is important to understand how and where the ground
currents in a split plane actually flow. Most designers think
only about where the signal current flows and ignore the
path taken by the return current. The high-frequency signals have a characteristic of following the path of least
impedance (inductance). The path’s inductance is determined by the loop area that the path encloses. The larger
the area that the current has to travel to return to the
source, the larger the inductance will be. The smallest
inductance path is directly next to the trace. So, regardless of the plane--power or ground--the return current
flows on the plane adjacent to the trace. The current
spreads out slightly in the plane but otherwise stays under
the trace. The actual distribution is similar to a Gaussian
curve in nature. Figure 4 illustrates that the return-current
flow is directly below the signal trace. This creates the
path of least impedance.
The current-distribution curve for the return path is
defined by
i (A/cm) =

IO
×
πh

1
 D
1+  
 h
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,

where I O is the total signal current (A), h is the height of
the trace (cm), and D is the distance from the trace (cm).
From this equation it can be concluded that digital ground
currents resist flowing through the analog portion of the
ground plane and so will not corrupt the analog signal.

Figure 4. Distribution of return current
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For reference planes, it is important that the clearance
sections of vias do not interfere with the return current’s
path. In the case of an obstacle, the return current finds a
way around it, as shown in Figure 5. However, this rerouting will most likely cause the current’s electromagnetic
fields to interfere with the fields of other signal traces,
introducing crosstalk. Moreover, this obstacle adversely
affects the impedance of the traces passing over it, leading
to discontinuities and increased EMI.
Part 2 of this two-part article series will discuss the pros
and cons involved in splitting the ground planes and will
also explain grounding in systems with multiple converters
and multiple boards.
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